[Sentinel node biopsy. What are the facts?].
Sentinel node biopsy (SNB) is increasingly being used as a minimally invasive staging procedure in patients with malignant melanoma. For decades elective lymph node dissection (ELND) was performed in many centers on patients at risk for lymph node metastasis but without clinically detectable lymph node involvement. Today, selective lymph node dissection (SLND) is offered only to patients with histologically proven metastasis in a SN (10-29%). A positive SN is one of the most important prognostic parameters. Ten years after the introduction of the technique, the role of SNB in the treatment of cutaneous melanoma still remains controversial. Issues include the usefulness of highly sensitive evaluation of SN using molecular biology or cytology techniques, as well as the therapeutic impact of the SNB per se and the associated combined surgical or medical adjuvant therapies.